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ANNOUNCEMENT NUMBER: 20-036
CLOSE OUT DATE: Open Until Filled
POSITION TITLE: Budget Analyst, Execution Plan OIC
POSITION INFORMATION: Length: 30 Sep 20
Tour intent is FY
Pending Funding and Airman’s continued eligibility.
ADOS, Title 10 - 12301d

RANK/GRADE REQUIREMENT: Lt – Maj
AFSC REQUIREMENT: 65F3/4
SECURITY CLEARANCE REQ: Secret
(Member must have appropriate clearance for the position)

LOCATION: Joint Base Andrews, MD
WHO MAY APPLY: Qualified ANG members only

POC Position: Becci Schwarz / 240-612-9197
Position Description (Duty Description): The position primarily leads and assists, conducting supporting analysis, process/mechanism development, education, coordination, implementation, customer service, consolidation, communication and after-action analysis associated with all facets of the Air National Guard Budget Execution Plan. The Air National Guard Execution Plan provides an institutional, bottom-up, requirements-based plan concerning $497.2M allocated by the Financial Management Board for Base Operating Costs (BOC).

Individual will be an active member of the Financial Management Budget Integration team (FMBOI) who sync analysis, processes and information flow between branches, throughout Financial Management, and to internal external stakeholders.

Individual will also lead efforts as an Air National Guard as a Budget Analyst for Defense Support to Civil Agencies (DSCA) activities. DSCA support ensures ANG funding spent in response to state/federal disasters and/or events is properly accounted for, justified and distributed according to specified rules of engagement. The position will interface with other domestic operations leaders to improve processes, develop contingency response plans and support crisis response operations when required.

This position will also bear responsibilities in daily Financial Management Analysis operations and will assist in managing aspects of the Air National Guard Budget Process, developing the strategic-level, cross-agency, cross-service vision for resource management at the appropriation level that can ONLY be garnered at ANGRC.

Tour Justification: The Execution Plan Manager position is required to provide necessary bandwidth, experience and capability to a limited staff of appropriation managers to carry-out the direction of the Air National Guard Financial Management Board to generate/support an ANG Enterprise Execution Plan. The execution plan must deliver on the promise to maximize resource availability for wing commanders to increase readiness and lethality. Institutionalizing the execution plan process enhances stewardship, and contributes to greater compliance with AFI 65-601 Volume 2, Budget Management for Operations and DoDFMR Volume 3, Budget Execution – Availability and Use of Budgetary Resources.

Fiscal Year 19 represents(ed) the first fielding of an Operations and Maintenance execution plan. The execution plan manager will incorporate lessons-learned and recommended improvements for the coming FY20 iteration. A process and mechanism for a Military Personnel Appropriation execution plan is in development and will require on-going, continued leadership and concerted effort of this position until FOC, at which point, the execution plan will be supported by enduring Appropriation Manager positions at the ANGRC.